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ABSTRACT The properties of synaptic transmission have been studied at the 
cyto-neural junction of the frog labyrinth posterior canal by examining excitatory 
postsynaptic potential (EPSP) activity recorded intraaxonally from the afferent 
nerve after abolishing spike firing by tetrodotoxin. The waveform, amplitude, and 
rate of  occurrence of the EPSPs have been evaluated by means of  a procedure of  
fluctuation analysis devised to continuously monitor these parameters, at rest as 
well as during stimulation of  the semicircular canal by sinusoidal rotation at 0.1 
Hz, with peak accelerations ranging from 8 to 87 deg.s -~. Responses to excitatory 
and inhibitory accelerations were quantified in terms of maximum and minimum 
EPSP rates, respectively, as well as total numbers of  EPSPs occurring during the 
excitatory and inhibitory half cycles. 

Excitatory responses were systematically larger than inhibitory ones (asymme- 
try). Excitatory responses were linearly related either to peak acceleration or to its 
logarithm, and the same occurred for inhibitory responses. In all units examined, 
the asymmetry of the response yielded nonlinear two-sided input-output intensity 
functions. Silencing of EPSPs during inhibition (rectification) was never 
observed. 

Comparison of activity during the first cycle of  rotation with the average re- 
sponse over several cycles indicated that variable degrees of  adaptation (up to 
48%) characterize the excitatory response, whereas no consistent adaptation was 
observed in the inhibitory response. 

All fibers appeared to give responses nearly in phase with angular velocity, at 0.1 
Hz, although the peak rates generally anticipated by a few degrees the peak angu- 
lar velocity. 

From the data presented it appears that asymmetry, adaptation, and at least part 
of the phase lead in afferent nerve response are of  presynaptic origin, whereas 
rectification and possible further phase lead arise at the encoder. To confirm these 
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conclusions a simultaneous though limited study of spike firing and EPSP activity 
has been attempted in a few fibers. 

INTRODUCTION 

The information reaching central vestibular neurons from the semicircular canal, 
i.e., the afferent spike-firing pattern, constitutes the result of  a series of  signal-pro- 
cessing steps. When the semicircular canal transfer function is investigated by 
studying afferent spike rate in response to rotation, static as well as dynamic depar- 
tures are observed from the predictions of  the torsion-pendulum model (Stein- 
hausen 1931, 1933), which describes the hydrodynamic properties of  the cupula- 
endolymph system. Static departures include asymmetry in response to excitatory 
and inhibitory accelerations, nonlinear intensity functions during excitation and 
inhibition, l and rectification (transient silencing of  afferent discharge). Dynamic 
departures from the model include adaptation in response to long-lasting velocity 
ramps and harmonic distortions in response to sine wave stimuli (for a review, see 
Correia et al., 1977). 

The contributions of  intermediate steps occurring in the hair cell to the overall 
signal processing are not clear. Information is available on the mechanoelectrical 
transduction process: cupula displacement in the semicircular canal leads to stereo- 
cilial deflection, which in turn produces changes in hair cell membrane potential 
(receptor potential, Valli and Zucca, 1976). Intracellular recordings from frog canal 
hair cells are not available; however, data from bullfrog saccular hair cells indicate 
that the receptor  potential is roughly linear with the extent of  hair-tip displacement 
up to ~400 nm, and becomes asymmetrical and nonlinear for greater deflections 
(Hudspeth and Corey, 1977). Receptor potential presumably activates voltage- and 
ion-dependent basolateral conductances (Hudspeth and Lewis, 1988a, b), which 
ultimately result in regulation of  transmitter release. However, the relation between 
the intensity and time course of  hair cell currents and transmitter release has not 
been studied in detail, and little is known about the properties of  synaptic transmis- 
sion at the cyto-neuraljunction. Also unclear is the role of  postsynaptic factors, such 
as further  possible sources of  membrane potential change (the activation of  sodium 
pumping for example), which may add to the depolarization produced by the trans- 
mitter, and the properties of  the encoder,  which translates the resulting fluctuations 
in membrane potential into spike-firing rate (Fernandez and Goldberg, 1971; 
Precht et al., 1971; Blanks and Precht, 1976; O'Leary and Honrubia,  1976; Correia 
et al., 1977; Taglietti et al., 1977; Segal and Outerbridge, 1982a, b; Rossi and Mar- 
tini, 1986a). 

Crucial contribution to the understanding of  vestibular function would arise from 
information regarding the mechanisms of  transmitter release. This can be derived 
from the analysis of  the EPSPs recorded from the afferent nerve fibers close to the 
synapse. The EPSPs generated at the canal cyto-neural .junction are recorded 
together with the all or  nothing action potentials. However, spike firing can be can- 
celled by the external application of  tetrodotoxin and EPSPs can be examined in 

i The terms excitation and inhibition as used here reflect the accepted nomenclature in vestibular 
literature, i.e., increase and decrease in EPSP and spike rates. 
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isolation (Rossi et al., 1977). By relating this approach with the traditional study of  
spike discharge, the characteristics o f  the encoder  may be clarified as well. No quan- 
titative evaluations of  the EPSP parameters  at rest and during rotation of  the canal 
have been repor ted  so far. Difficulties arise mainly f rom the fact that even at rest 
the EPSPs occur at a considerably high rate (often over 100 EPSPs.s -l)  and their 
frequency consistently increases during the excitatory stimulation of  the canal. This 
leads to a high degree of  overlapping of  the individual EPSPs, which prevents direct 
counting of  their numbers.  In  this study, we decided to treat  the electrical signal 
arising f rom the summation of  EPSPs as "shot  noise." Noise analysis was pe r fo rmed  
using a statistical procedure,  based on the extension of  Campbell 's  theorem to 
higher semi-invariants (Rice, 1944), which was developed to study massive neurose- 
cretion at the frog neuromuscular  junct ion  (Segal et al., 1985), even in the presence 
of  nonstationary rates of  occurrence,  nonuniform amplitudes, and nonlinear sum- 
mation of  the events (Fesce et al., 1986b). The procedure  was transferred to the 
posterior  canal cyto-neural junct ion with fur ther  refinements, thus yielding continu- 
ous, time-varying estimates of  EPSP amplitude, h, rate of  occurrence,  ( r ) ,  and 
waveform, w(t). The sources of  bias and er ror  in our  estimates have been considered 
and compensated for. 

The analysis has been a t tempted also in a few fibers where spike firing had not 
been abolished, with the aim of  correlating EPSP and spike behaviors. 

METHODS 

Electrophysiology 

Experiments were performed on frogs (Rana esculenta, 25-30 g body weight) at room temper- 
ature (20-22"C). The posterior ampulla and its nerve were exposed in the right half of the 
frog head. The labyrinth, protected by its bone, was then isolated and accurately positioned at 
the center of a small turntable so that the posterior canal lay in the plane of rotation. The 
canal was stimulated by sinusoidal velocity changes at a constant frequency (0.1 Hz) with 
different amplitudes (20-220 deg. s -l) resulting in acceleratory peaks of increasing intensity 
(7.88-86.7 deg. s-S). Intracellular recordings were obtained both at rest and during rotation 
with glass microelectrodes filled with 3 M potassium chloride inserted into the posterior 
nerve within about 500 #m from the synapse. Details of the experimental and recording pro- 
cedures have been extensively described in previous papers (Rossi et al., 1977, 1980; Rossi 
and Martini, 1986a, 1988). The composition of Ringer solution was (in millimolar): 117 NaCI, 
2.5 KCI, 1.8 CaClI, 5 glucose, 5 Tris-HCl (pH 7.2). When the EPSPs were to be recorded in 
isolation 10 -6 M tetrodotoxin (TYX, Sigma Chemical Co., St. Louis, MO) was added to the 
bathing medium, to prevent afferent spike activity. Data were tape recorded and then pro- 
cessed off-line. 

All computations were performed on data recorded by a Racal 4DS tape recorder (Racal 
Industries Ltd, Southampton, UK), played back through a four-pole Butterworth low-pass 
filter (Frequency Devices, Inc., Haverill, MA) with 1.0 kHz corner frequency to avoid alias- 
ing, and sampled at 2.0 kHz using a micro PDP-11/23 plus computer (Digital Equipment, 
Maynard, MA). 

Fluctuation Analysis 

In the presence of T r x ,  the electrical signal recorded intraaxonally from the ampullary nerve 
close to the sensory synapse is generated by the superimposition of excitatory postsynaptic 
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potentials (EPSPs) occurring at random. The time-varying voltage was analyzed by fluctuation 
analysis, using a procedure based upon Campbell's theorem and its generalization by Rice 
(1944) to higher semi-invariants. The generalized theorem states that, if a fluctuating poten- 
tial is generated by summation of  randomly occurring elementary events described by the 
product h.w(t), where t is time, h is the amplitude parameter, and w(t) is a dimensionless 
function of  time which describes the waveform of  the event, then we have: 

Mean ~ (r) .h. f w(t) dt (1) 

Var = (r) .h 2. f w2(t) dt (2) 

Skew = (r) .h s. f wS(t) tit (3) 

where (r)  is the mean rate of  occurrence and Mean, Var, and Skew are the first three semi- 
invariants of  the distribution of  the values of  the time-varying potential. 

Eq. 1 cannot be used in our  experiments because during prolonged recordings the mean 
value (membrane potential) may be affected by factors other than EPSP summation, and in 
our  recordings DC components may be masked by capacitive coupling. Still, Eqs. 2 and 3 
hold. Thus (r)  and h can be easily computed, once the waveform w(t) of the EPSP is known. 
The waveform is deduced by fitting the power spectrum of  the fluctuating potential, based on 
the equation: 

G( f )  ffi 2 ( r ) -h  ~. [W(f)[ ~ (4) 

where G( f )  is the power density of  the recorded signal and W(f )  is the Fourier transform of  
w(t). EPSP amplitude and rate are then deduced from the following relations: 

h = (Skew/Var). (I~/Is) (5) 

( r )  = (VatS/SkewS). (Is)2/(I~) s (6) 

where Ii and Is represent the integrals of  the square and the cube of  w(t), respectively (Segal 
et al., 1985). 

Eqs. 1-6 were originally derived based on the assumptions of  a point, stationary, and uni- 
form Poisson process, generated by uniform and uncorrelated events, occurring at random, 
at a stationary mean rate, and summing up linearly. These constraints are violated by the 
biological process under study. 

Nonstationarity and correlations among the events contribute to the variance, the skew, 
and the power spectrum. Rigorous analyses of  the power spectrum of  processes that are not 
ergodic (Schick, 1974) or  where the parameters of  the events are correlated (Heiden, 1969) 
indicate that the spectrum is always given by one factor with the same frequency composition 
as the single event (i.e., G( f )  in Eq. 4) and an "interference" factor contributed by nonsta- 
tionarity and/or  correlation. The spectrum has the expected shape (as described by Eq. 4) 
over a defined region (say, betweenfl  andA),  only when the interference factor is negligible 
within this region. Under these conditions, the elimination of  frequency components outside 
the regionj~ < f < f2 effectively removes the contributions of  nonstationarity and correlations 
to the power spectrum, variance and skew of  the noise (Fesce et al., 1986b). Therefore, Eqs. 
1-6 hold after appropriate filtering of  the signal (a 1-ms RC highpass filter was used here). 

Nonuniform amplitudes of  the EPSPs cause an overestimate of  h as obtained from Eq. 5, 
because (h s ) / (h  2 ) is greater than (h), and an underestimate of  (r)  from Eq. 6. These biases 
can be easily corrected for if the shape of  the distribution of  EPSP amplitudes is known. To 
this purpose, histograms of the distribution of  EPSP peak amplitudes were obtained from a 
few units. Portions of  the experiments where EPSP rate was low enough to resolve individual 
events were analyzed. Digitized records of  membrane potential at rest as well as during stim- 
ulations of  various amplitudes were displayed, and the peak amplitudes of  ~300 EPSPs were 
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measured for each histogram. The baseline for an individual EPSP was determined either by 
linearly extrapolating the values that prevailed jus t  before it occurred or  by jo in ing  the values 
before and  after it. Events with notches and inflections on  their rising phases were counted as 
multiple events. Amplitudes could not  be measured reliably on  single events when EPSP rate 
exceeded 100 s -~. I f  the waveforms of  the events are not  correlated with their amplitudes, 
within the same unit,  then the peak amplitude is proport ional  to h and the two parameters 
have the same distribution. 

Nonlinear  summation of  the EPSPs, due to the nonl inear  conductance-voltage relation of  
the membrane,  introduces bias in our  estimates, although they are based on  the fluctuations 
of  the membrane  potential about  its mean value (a few millivolts), disregarding the much 
larger changes in mean membrane  potential. The main effect of  nonl inear  summation is to 
reduce the skewness of  the signal (Fesce et al., 1986b), yielding underest imated h and  overes- 
t imated (r) .  At the endplate, these errors were significant for miniature endplate potential 
rates >500  s -1 (Fesce et al., 1986a); however, it was shown that Martin's correction factor 
(Martin, 1955) was adequate to recover corrected values for the semi-invariants, yielding valid 
estimates of  (r)  and h (Fesce et al., 1986 a, b). In  particular, the relation, vt = v/(1 - v/Vd) 
(Martin, 1955), is used, where v is the displacement of  membrane  potential from its mean 
value, vt is the linearized displacement, that would occur if the vol tage/conductance relation 
were linear, and  Vd is the driving potential across the EPSP channel.  Variance and  skew can 
be "linearized" according to the following equations (Fesce et al., 1986a): 

Var(l) = Vat(m) + 2.Skew(m)/Vd 

Skew(l) = Skew(m) + 6. [Var(m)]~/Vd + 3"X4/Vd 

where Var(l) and Skew(l) are the values of  variance and skew that one would measure in a 
l inear system, Var(m) and Skew(m) are the measured values, and X, is the fourth semiinvariant 
o f  the fluctuations. According to Eqs. 2 and 3, Skew = (r)hSIs - V a r . h . I s / I  2, and Vat ~ = 
(r)2h4I~ = Skew. (r)h(I~/Is); similarly, ?~4 = (r)h414 - Skew'hI4/Is,  where 14 is defined as I2 
and  Is (Rice, 1944). Therefore we have, to a first approximation: 

Var(l) = Vat(m)[1 + 2- (h/Vd). (Is/I~)]. (7) 

Skew(/) = Skew(m)[1 + 6(r) . (h/Vd) . I~/I  s + 3.(h/Vd).i4/Is]. (8) 

EPSP Waveform 

The waveform of  the EPSPs was analyzed by two different approaches: (a) by digitally averag- 
ing 20-30  EPSPs and fitting an  analytical function to the average waveform, when EPSP rate 
was so low that isolated events could be found,  or  (b) by fitting the power spectrum of  the 
voltage noise generated by the superimposition of  EPSPs occurr ing at relatively high rates. 
Single events were acquired by the computer  through a recursive trigger routine,  ~ and exam- 
ined individually before averaging. Only events resolved over their whole timecourse without 
overlap with other  events were considered. 

The waveforms of  the EPSPs recorded intraaxonally varied noticeably among different 
experiments.  However, in all cases both the averaged waveform and the power spectrum 
were well fit by a gamma distribution function, i.e., by the waveform: 

w ( t )  = (t/~)'e-'/Vr(~, + 1) (9) 

2 The computer detected an event when the AC-coupled signal (time constant ~0.2 s) crossed the 
chosen threshold (usually -0 .2  mV above the mean baseline value) with a positive derivative 
greater than a fixed value (usually 0.5 V/s). The events were synchronized for averaging on the 
point of maximum derivative. 
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where z is a time constant, 7 is a shape factor, and r is Euler's gamma function, introduced as 
a normalization factor. This kind of equation, with integer values only for % was used to fit 
the waveform of depolarizing bumps in photoreceptors of Limulua (Fuortes and Hodgkin, 
1964; Wong and Knight, 1980). The waveform shifts from a single exponential ('y = 0) to a 
Gaussian curve (-y -~- 0o), reproducing rather closely the various degrees of cable deformation 
of a presumably exponential EPS current. The values of q~ and T were obtained from the time 
to the peak and the integrals of the averaged EPSPs based on the following equations: 

d/dt w(t) = 0 for t = ~fl- (time to the peak) 

fh.w(t)t~dt = hT('+t).F(~ �9 + n + 1)/F('y + 1). 

Alternatively, the same parameters were obtained from the power spectrum of the mem- 
brane voltage recording, given by Eq. 4: 

G(f)  = 2( r ) .hL I w ( f ) l *  = 2(r)(hr)L[1 + (2,rfr)2] -~'+') (10) 

On log-log plots, this spectrum has one horizontal asymptote at the low frequencies and a 
second asymptote at the high frequencies, which has a slope of -2(~, + 1) and crosses the 
horizontal asymptote at the "comer" frequencyf~ = 1/(2*rr). The two asymptotes were fit by 
shifting them and changing the slope of the high frequency one, while the computer dis- 
played (a) the resulting curve, superimposed on an oscilloscope screen with the data spectrum 
and (b) the error between fit and experimental points. When the best fit was obtained, as 
judged by eye, the value of q, was derived from the slope of the high frequency asymptote and 
the value of r was derived from the crossing frequency. Power spectra were computed from 
eight contiguous records, each record containing 2,048 12-bit data points collected at 2.0 
kHz. The ends of each digital record were cosine tapered to reduce leakage of spectral com- 
ponents due to windowing (Bendat and Piersol, 1971), and a fast Fourier transform was per- 
formed. The eight resultant spectra were averaged, the average was fit as described, and final 
plots were obtained after further smoothing over frequency (Segal et al., 1985). 

An EPSP with the fit waveform was simulated by the computer and output as an analog 
signal, passed through the same filters used for data acquisition (i.e., the antialiasing low-pass 
filter and a 1-ms RC highpass filter, see above), and sampled and converted back to digital 
form. The computer then evaluated the integrals of the square and cube of w(t), as modified 
by the filters, to be introduced in Eqs. 5 and 6 for the computation of EPSP rate and ampli- 
tude. EPSP waveform was fit and values for 12 and Is were computed for each unit at rest and 
at least once during each rotation. 

Computation of EPSP Rate and Amplitude 

In previous applications of the procedure of fluctuation analysis values for the rate and the 
amplitude of the elementary events were computed from Eqs. 5 and 6 using the variance and 
the skew measured on successive records of either 10 s (Segal et al., 1985; Haimann et al., 
1985; Fesce et al., 1985a) or 5 s duration (Ceccarelli et al., 1988). We were interested in a 
much faster resolution of changes in EPSP rate and amplitude, so we decided to use a moving 
average procedure to compute the variance and skew of the fluctuating potential as continu- 
ous functions of time. After fixing the mean value to zero by high-pass filtering the signal 
through a l-ms RC, a square window was used to obtain a moving average of the squared and 
cubed signal. This was performed by the computer during data acquisition from the tape 
recorder. The measured changes in EPSP rate from its resting value were directly compen- 
sated for the phase shift (half the window duration) and the attenuation of periodic changes 
due to a window duration of half a period (attenuation = 2/*0 or one-fourth of a period 
(2.42/7r). 
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The resulting "instantaneous" values of Var and Skew were used in Eqs. 5 and 6, together 
with appropriate values for Is and Is, computed by linear interpolation between the values 
measured at different times. Continuously varying estimates of  EPSP rate and amplitude were 
thus obtained. The computer output such estimates as an analog signal, which was displayed 
and saved by means of  a chart recorder (model 28000; Bryans Southern Instruments Ltd., 
Mitcham, UK) together with the simultaneous recording of  the stimulus, i.e., the turntable 
angular velocity. 

The relative constancy of  the estimated values of  EPSP amplitude within a single recording 
was considered as an indicator of  the consistency of  the analysis procedure and adequacy of  
sample size (i.e., averaging period) in the measurement of  the time varying variance and skew. 
However, random errors of  the estimates are of  little concern here, because they simply give 
some excess oscillations in the continuous estimates of  EPSP rate and amplitude. 

The results were compared with direct EPSP counts and amplitude measurements when 
the rate was low enough to resolve individual events, and the adequacy of  the running aver- 
aging procedure was tested on simulated data (see Appendix). 

R E S U L T S  

The EPSP activity r ecorded  in the presence o f  T I 'X  at rest and dur ing  sinusoidal 
canal rotat ion f rom a unit  o f  the poster ior  nerve is illustrated in Fig. 1. In  the figure 

A 

mV 

I lO0~ -, 

2 s  

FIGURE 1. Oscilloscope tracings of  
the fluctuations in membrane poten- 
tial recorded from a posterior canal 
afferent axon at rest and during sinu- 
soidai rotation at 0.1 Hz (40 deg. s -2 
peak acceleration) in the presence of 
TTX. The angular velocity of  the 
turntable is displayed below to mark 
the period of  stimulation. Portions of  
the recording (100 ms duration) are 
shown with an enlarged time scale in 
the insets: (A) spontaneous activity, 
(B) excitatory acceleration, (C) inhib- 
itory acceleration. Vertical bar = 2 
mV (all records). 

insets, enlarged tracings f rom the same unit  show EPSPs at rest (A) and at the max- 
imum excitatory and inhibitory responses (B and C, respectively). Over lapping  o f  
EPSPs is evident bo th  at rest and dur ing  rotation. 

The Waveform of the EPSPs 

Examples o f  power  spectra obta ined f rom similar recordings,  at rest and  dur ing  
stimulation, are shown in Fig. 2. The spectra consistently demons t ra ted  a horizontal  
asymptote  at the low frequencies,  a single corner ,  and an asymptote  at the high 
frequencies  with variable slope, as predic ted by Eq. 10, which always gave a g o o d  fit 
to the spectra. This suggests that  gamma distribution funct ions accurately describe 
the waveforms o f  the individual events that genera te  the electrical noise r ecorded  in 
o u r  experiments.  The values o f  r c o m p u t e d  f rom the power  spectra in all the units 
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studied (8) ranged between 0.55 and 1.25 ms, and the values o f  ? ranged between 
0.8 and 1.8. The values computed in the same unit at rest and during sinusoidal 
stimulation were consistent and never showed variations >20%. Often the spectra 
showed a slight downward displacement of  the first few points, at the low frequency 
end. This could be due either to capacitive coupling during recording or to correla- 
tion among the events (Wong and Knight, 1980), but this did not interfere with the 
results of  our  further analysis (Fesce et al., 1986b), which was performed on record- 
ings high-pass filtered through a 1-ms RC filter (~ 160 Hz comer  frequency). 

o 

Q 

0 

P e a k  a c c  8 ~ s - 2  

7 = t4  

r =O,73rns -" 
. . . : '  

. � 9 1 4 9  a 

o _ _ _ O - ~ . ~ , o n  
o O . . . . . .  

P e a k  a c e  870  s - 2  

?=143 

1; : 0 8 m s  ." �9 
. . � 9  

C 
l : 

t 0  100 1000 

Frequency [ Hz) 

FIGURE 2. Power spectra of the 
fluctuating membrane potential com- 
puted from a single unit at rest (A) 
and during sinusoidal rotation at 0.1 
Hz, with peak accelerations of 8 (B) 
and 87 deg.s -~ (C). Squares, experi- 
mental data points (frequency 
smoothed averages of eight spectra 
from 2,048 points each) on free 
logarithmic scale. Continuous lines, 
spectra of the gamma distribution 
functions best fitting the data (values 
of the parameters ~ and ,- of the fits 
are indicated on each panel). Dots, 
integrals of the power spectra (free 
linear scale) illustrating the relative 
contributions of the various ranges 
of frequency components to the total 
power (variance). 

In all cases where EPSP rate was low enough to resolve individual events, EPSP 
waveform was studied from averaged events (10-50) as well, and estimates were 
obtained for the amplitude parameter h, the duration parameter 7 and the shape 
parameter 7. 

The adequacy of  the chosen analytical function in describing the time course of  
the single event was further examined by means o f  a test of  causality known as "min- 
imum-phase" property (Papoulis, 1962; Wong and Knight, 1980). A waveform is 
minimum phase if its Fourier transform is the exponential of  a causal transfer func- 
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tion. Because the imaginary part  o f  a causal transfer function can be deduced f rom 
its real part  (see Papoulis, 1962; Peterson and Knight, 1973), for  a minimum-phase 
waveform the knowledge of  the amplitude of  the Fourier  t ransform yields its phase. 
An efficient algorithm was developed by Peterson and Knight (1973) to reconstitute 
the waveform f rom the amplitude information alone, and therefore also f rom the 
power spectrum o f  the noise (Wong and Knight, 1980). 

The average of  27 EPSPs is shown in Fig. 3 A. The Fourier t ransform of  this 
record was computed,  the phase information was discarded and the waveform was 

-o 

Q.. 
F 
tO  

D .  
tJJ  

Averaged 

I I i .  

A 
i I 

Calculated from 
average 

B 
I | I I 

I Calculated from 

Y- 1.41 
* =  0.85 ms 

D 
i 

0 2 4 6 8 ms 

FIGURE 3. Analytical reconstruction 
of EPSP waveform. (A) average of 27 
EPSPs recorded from the same unit 
at rest and during inhibition. (B) 
waveform reconstituted from the 
amplitude of the Fourier transform 
of the record in A (i.e., neglecting 
phase information) using an algo- 
rithm based on the assumption of a 
"minimum phase" waveform; the 
excellent reproduction of the record 
in A validates the assumption. (C) 
waveform obtained by the same algo- 
rithm as in B, using the power spec- 
trum of the fluctuations in mem- 
brane potential computed from the 
same recording from which the 
EPSPs averaged in A were extracted. 
The reasonably good reconstruction 
of EPSP waveform indicates that the 
noise is constituted by shots occur- 
ring at random and with the same 
waveform as the isolated EPSPs, and 
that possible correlations, nonsta- 
tionarity and nonuniformity of the 
events are not prominent. (D) Ana- 
lytical waveform of the EPSP (gamma 
distribution function) obtained using 
the values of the parameters ~ and r 
giving best fits to the averaged EPSP 
and the power spectrum. 

reconstructed by means o f  the cited algorithm, assuming the minimum-phase prop-  
erty. The reconstituted waveform (Fig. 3 B) is in close agreement  with the experi- 
mental waveform, which validates the minimum-phase postulate for  EPSP wave- 
form. Alternatively, the same algorithm was applied to the power spectrum of  noise 
recorded at the same unit, neglecting the information acquired f rom single events: 
the waveform in Fig. 3 C was obtained, which also agrees rather  well with A. The 
main departures  o f  the reconstructed waveform f rom the single event shape regard 
the initial foot and the tail, i.e., are confined to low frequency components.  This is 
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in accord with the observed departures o f  experimental spectra from Eq. 10, always 
limited to the low frequency region. Therefore,  high-pass filtering will eliminate 
deviations (presumably clue to nonstationarity and /or  correlations) yielding a signal 
that behaves like shot noise produced by the summation of  uncorrelated single 
events, with the same waveform as the isolated EPSP, occurring at random and at a 
stationary mean rate. Furthermore,  a good fit is obtained both to the averaged 
EPSP and to the power spectrum (not shown) using the gamma distribution func- 
tion with 7 = 0.85 ms and 3' = 1.41 to describe the EPSP waveform (Fig. 3 D). The 
agreement of  minimum-phase algorithm and direct fitting with each other  justifies 
the use of  the simpler method of  fitting gamma distribution functions (Eqs. 7 and 
10) to averaged EPSPs and spectra. Notice that gamma distribution functions pos- 
sess the minimum phase property. 

To evaluate the variations in the waveforms of  different events within the same 
unit, in a few experiments we fit gamma distribution functions to single events as 
well. The coefficients of  variation (cv 2 = var /mean 2) observed for the parameters of  
EPSP waveform within single units were 0.04-0.3 for % 0.012-0.17 for ~', 0 .13-  
0.15 for h; similar variations were observed in the integrals of  the square and cube 
of EPSP waveform (I~ and Is, used for the computation of  EPSP rate and amplitude, 
see Methods). No statistically significant correlation was found between the ampli- 
tude parameter h and either �9 (r = - 0 . 4 8  to -0 .69 )  or 7 (r = 0.53-0.78), although 
the values of  the correlation coefficients and visual inspection of  the data suggested 
that there might be a tendency to observe shorter apparent durations and less 
sharply peaked shapes for the higher events. Such lack of  statistically significant cor- 
relations implies that no significant contributions to the variance, skew and power 
spectrum are generated by correlation, which is in accord with the good agreement 
of  experimental power spectra with the analytical predictions (see above). 

The Amplitude Distribution of the EPSPs 

Histograms of  the distribution of  the peak amplitudes of  EPSPs were computed 
from four units during spontaneous activity as well as during sinusoidal rotations of  
different amplitudes. Each histogram was constructed from 240-380 events; a total 
of  3,500 EPSPs were analyzed. The mean peak amplitude of  EPSPs ranged in the 
various units between 0.8 and 1.3 inV. A representative sample of  histograms com- 
puted from a single unit is illustrated in Fig. 4. Coefficients of  variation of  0 .19-  
0,23 were computed for this unit, and in general values from 0.12 to 0.29 were 
observed in all units. The distribution is clearly skewed toward the higher values 
because of  the presence of  "giant" events, whose occurrence can often be recog- 
nized by visual inspection of  the recording. The distribution of  EPSP amplitudes in 
this unit would yield ratios (hS) / (h  2) = 1.46 and (h2)S/(h3) 2 = 0.59, thus leading to 
overestimating the h parameter by 30% and underestimating (r)  by 40%. The bias 
so evaluated varied <5% among the various histograms computed from the same 
unit. Taking together the data from the four units analyzed, values of  h turn out to 
be biased by +0.40 _+ 0.08 and values for (r)  by - 0 . 4 0  _+ 0.08 because of  nonuni- 
form amplitude of  the EPSPs. Because the resulting correction factors were virtually 
constant for single units under  various conditions of  stimulation, and they did not 
vary much (< 10%) among the different units, we decided to apply a uniform correc- 
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tion (0.7 for h and 1.64 for  (r))  to the results f rom all units. As it will be discussed 
below, this bias is partly compensated by bias in the opposite direction introduced 
by the nonlinear summation o f  the events. 

Estimates of Resting Potential and Nonlinearity 

Recordings were obtained in 18 units before applying T rX ,  so that action potentials 
could be studied together  with EPSPs. The amplitude of  the spikes ranged in the 
various units between 30 and 60 inV. Assuming a resting potential (V,,) in the order  
of  - 8 0  mV, the real amplitude of  the spikes should be 90-100 mV, suggesting that 
an attenuation factor close to 2 affected our  recordings. The mean peak amplitude 
of  isolated EPSPs ranged between 0.9 and 2.3 mV and in each unit it was well cor- 
related with the amplitude of  the spike (slope = 0.038, intercept = 0.11 mV, and r = 

15 

09 . , ~  ~ 
o. LIJ 

15 

0 1 2 3 0 1 2 3 
Normalized peak amplitude 

FIGURE 4. Distribution histograms of the peak amplitude of single events measured on por- 
tions of the recordings from a single unit. (A) Spontaneous activity. (B, C, and D) Sinusoidal 
rotations of 0.1 Hz, with peak accelerations of 16, 40, and 87 deg.s -2, respectively. The 
amplitudes were normalized in all histograms, since the correction factors derived from these 
histograms are independent of the mean values (see text). Mean values were 1.11, 1.22, 1.10, 
and 1.07 mV in the four conditions presented. The dotted lines are gamma distribution func- 
tions computed from the coefficient of variation of each histogram; they fit well the observed 
distributions, which can therefore be considered unimodal and continuous. 

0.95 by linear regression). Since it is unlikely that the EPS current  and spike sodium 
current  have the same reversal potential, the intercept close to 0 mV suggests that 
differences in EPSP peak amplitude among  the various units are not due to differ- 
ences in Vm, but  ra ther  to the differences in recording conditions (input impedance 
and location of  the recording electrode, capacitive coupling) that affect spike ampli- 
tude as well. The slope o f  the mentioned linear regression indicates a real EPSP 
amplitude of  4 -5% of  the resting potential in all units, i.e. 3 .5-4  mV. 

I f  the reversal potential for the channels whose openings produce an EPSP is 
close to zero, then the driving potential across the channels (Vd) can be tentatively 
set close to Vm (80 mV). The range of  values obtained for  EPSP waveform parame- 
ter 3, in our  experiments implies that the amplitude parameter  h is close to three 
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times the EPSP peak amplitude. The amplitude parameter h would therefore be 
about 14% of  the driving potential, and the ratio h/Vd would be 0.14. Since in our  
experiments I3/I2, I2/I3, and I4/Is, took values ~0.25, 0.7 ms, and 0.25, respectively, 
Eqs. 7 and 8 indicate that the variance was underestimated by ~7%, and the skew by 
a factor of  - 1 - 1/(1.1 + ( r ) /1 ,700)  because of  nonlinear summation. 

Estimates of  h must therefore be corrected by a factor of  (1.03 + (r)/1,800), and 
estimates of  ( r )  by (1.05 + ( r ) /1 ,800)  -~, where (r)  is the corrected value. At the 
maximum rates here observed (~ 1,000 s -] uncorrected rate), the correction factors 
for nonlinear summation reached values of  1.33 for h and 0.55 for (r).  Data 
reported in the following sections have been corrected both for nonlinear summa- 
tion and for the distribution of  amplitudes. The two corrections tended to cancel 
each other,  being of  similar magnitude, in opposite directions (see also Fesce et al., 
1986a). This can be appreciated by inspection of  the two scales, uncorrected vs. 
corrected rate, in Fig. 5. 

Measurements of EPSP Amplitude at Rest and during Rotation 

Among the data obtained from 18 units, 8 units were selected for further analysis, 
from which a continuous recording free o f  artifacts and variations in apparent  rest- 
ing potential had been obtained during 2-3  rain of  resting activity and at least four 
successive cycles of  sinusoidal rotation at 0.1 Hz with four  different amplitudes. 

The amplitude parameters (h) measured by fluctuation analysis in these units 
ranged between 2.5 and 4.5 mV, which corresponds to mean peak amplitudes of  the 
events of  0.74 to 1.38 mV (as computed from h and the value of  "y). These figures 
agree well with the range of  mean peak amplitudes directly measured on histograms 
of  single events (0.8 to 1.3 mV, see above), so validating the statistical procedure 
used. Within single units, the time varying estimates of  h remained fairly constant 
during the periods of  stimulation. Jumps and rapid fluctuations in time were some- 
times produced in the continuous tracings of  h by the occurrence of  giant events, 
particularly during strong accelerations. Apart from these brief artifacts, the fluc- 
tuations in the recordings of  h, which yield an indirect estimate of  random errors 
affecting our  measurements, remained rather small (<10%). Examples of  continu- 
ous measurements are shown in Fig. 5 (upper traces in A-D). 

Measurements of EPSP Rate during Excitatory Rotation 

The resting EPSP frequency in the units under  study ranged between 50 and 280 
s -~. No consistent relation was found between resting rates and magnitude of  the 
response. In units with resting rates up to 100 s -], the ratio of  EPSP rates as mea- 
sured by fluctuation analysis to the numbers of  directly counted EPSPs per second 
was 1.00 +__ 0.18 (SD; sixteen 3-7-s intervals from four units). 

Six of  the eight units were subjected to rotatory accelerations o f  8 deg-s -2. In 
four of  these units, the change in EPSP frequency approximately followed the shape 
of  the sinusoidal stimulus applied to the receptors, whereas in the others no peri- 
odic response was detected. 

On increasing the sinusoidal stimulus intensity, the response became definitely 
sinusoidal in all the units examined, more or less symmetrical about the resting level, 
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the exc i ta to ry  r e sponse  b e i n g  rough ly  as consp icuous  as its inh ib i tory  c o u n t e r p a r t ,  
fo r  acce le ra t ions  no t  h ighe r  than  30 d e g . s  -2. 

O n  fu r t he r  inc reas ing  acce le ra t ion  u p  to 87 d e g . s  -2 a m a r k e d  a symmet ry  o f  the  
r e sponse  b e c a m e  evident ,  exc i ta t ion  b e i n g  systematical ly m o r e  consp icuous  than  
inhibi t ion.  Fig. 5 shows the  resul ts  o f  noise  analysis in a typical  unit .  This uni t  s t a r t ed  

h 
factor 
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frequency 

angular 
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s" 
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I 50~ - I  
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c 10 a D 

:t oV 
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500 s -1 
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400 
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300 
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100- 100 

0 

I 100 ~ 1 S -  

FIGURE 5. Measurements o f  EPSP amplitude parameter  h (upper traces) and rate of  occur- 
rence (r) (middle traces) from a single unit at rest and during sinusoidal rotation at 0.1 Hz 
with peak accelerations of  8 (A), 16 (B), 40 (C), and 87 deg.s  - i  (D). Bottom traces illustrate 
the turntable angular velocity to mark the period of  stimulation. Values of  h should be cor- 
rected, due to distributed EPSP amplitudes and nonlinear summation, by a factor ranging 
from 0.7 for (r)  -- ,  0 to 0.9 for the maximum observed (r)  (500 s-Z). Left and right scales 
for (r)  refer to uncorrected and corrected values, respectively; notice that the corrections for 
amplitude distribution and nonlinearity roughly compensate each other. Notice the wide 
range of  modulation of  EPSP rate. Notice also the marked asymmetry, and the adaptation 
already present in the response to the second cycle, for peak accelerations of  40 deg. s -~ or  
larger. The response parameters of  this unit, which are all linear with respect to peak acceler- 
ation, are illustrated in Fig. 7 A. 

from a resting EPSP rate close to 100 s -f and could be induced to secrete up to 500 
EPSPs. s-1 during excitatory stimulation at 87 deg.  s -~, slowing down to 10 s-] dur- 
ing inhibition. 

A further aspect o f  the pattern o f  EPSP response becomes  evident on  examining 
prolonged rotations: variations in EPSP rate undergo a progressive decrease. We 
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decided to name such rundown of  the response "adaptation," as this term has been 
used to describe the rundown of  both receptor potential response (Eatock et al., 
1987) and spike response (Precht et al., 1971; Rossi and Martini, 1986a). Adapta- 
tion began to appear for accelerations of  40 deg.s  -2, and increased on increasing 
the stimulus intensity up to 87 deg. s -~. In the illustrated unit the excitatory peak 
response progressively declined from its higher initial value (Fig. 5, C and D), and 
this was commonly observed in all units examined. As regards inhibition, on the 
contrary, no consistent adaptation of  the decrease in EPSP rate was observed. 

With increasing accelerations, the responses became larger and in the most sensi- 
tive units up to 8 s of  the 10-s sinusoidal cycle appeared to be spent at EPSP rates 
higher than the resting level, resulting in an apparent 8-s exci tatory/2-s  inhibitory 
cycle, with a general time course of  the response described by a symmetrical sinu- 
sold centered on a mean rate higher than the resting level. One would instead 
expect a 5-s exci tatory/5-s  inhibitory response, described by an asymmetrical sinu- 
sold with a positive lobe larger than the negative one. Actually, the observed behav- 
ior might be artifactual: the analysis of  simulated data (see Appendix) indicates that 
smoothing an asymmetrical sinusoid over a half cycle yields a shifted symmetrical 
sinusoid, with the same maxima, minima, and positive and negative areas with 
respect to the resting level, thus spending more time at positive than at negative 
values. Simulation also indicates that a shorter window duration (2.5 s = one-fourth 
o f  a period) yields a more accurate description of  an asymmetrical response, 
although the resulting continuous estimates of  EPSP rate are affected by much 
more prominent  fluctuations. When data obtained with strong accelerations were 
reanalyzed using a 2.5-s window, it clearly appeared that the time occupied by the 
excitatory and inhibitory responses were indeed roughly equal (a 6-s apparent ex- 
citatory duration was obtained in the most extreme case). Thus the actual EPSP 
response is described by an asymmetrical sinusoid, with a positive lobe larger than 
the negative one. In the three units analyzed with both window durations (2.5 and 5 
s), the estimated parameters of  EPSP activity (see below) did not vary in any consis- 
tent fashion, indicating that smoothing by a 5-s window did not introduce biases in 
the parameters under  study. The variations observed between the estimates ( •  
20%) are presumably due to the larger random errors introduced by the shorter 
averaging period, as suggested from the wider fluctuations seen in h as well. An 
example of  the results obtained with this shorter averaging time is shown in Fig. 
6. 

The response in EPSP rate was described by evaluating the following parameters, 
normalized to the resting activity levels: (a) the excitatory and inhibitory peaks dur- 
ing sinusoidal rotation (i.e., maximum and minimum EPSP rates); (b) the total num- 
ber of  EPSPs occurring during the excitatory and inhibitory periods of  the sinusoi- 
dal cycle. Because the cupula-endolymph system essentially behaves as a lowpass 
R.C. filter with a 1.7-s time constant (Bernard, 1982; Rossi and Martini, 1986b), the 
first 5 s of  stimulation were neglected, to allow for equilibration of  the system. Rota- 
tion was always started with zero angular velocity and inhibitory acceleration, so that 
the 5-s transient occurred during inhibition and the first excitatory peak was little 
affected. 

Linear relations were observed in four units between excitatory stimulus and 
response. In these linear units, the gain of  the response was computed by correlat- 
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ing either the peak rates or  the total numbers  of  EPSPs during the excitatory phase 
of  the sinusoidal cycle, to the peak acceleratory values. The computed  gains, nor- 
malized to the resting rate, were 1.95-4.34% per  deg-s -~ for the first peak and 
1.71-3.69% for  the mean peak response over several cycles. Similarly, the gains 
were 1.13-2.41% for the number  of  EPSPs in the first cycle and 1.09-2.12% over 
several cycles. Comparison of  the gain for  the first cycle to that for the whole rota- 
tion yielded a quantitative estimate of  adaptation of  EPSP response (4-32%). 

The other  four  fibers exhibited a nonlinear intensity function during excitation. 
In these nonlinear fibers regression lines were computed  by relating first-cycle and 
overall peak rates, as well as numbers  of  EPSPs, to the logarithm of  acceleration. 

FIGURE 6. Example of mea- 
surements of EPSP amplitude 
(upper trace) and rate of occur- 
rence (middle trace) using an 
averaging window of 2.5 
instead of 5 s. Bottom trace is 

s mv the turntable angular velocity. 
, ~ ] The measurement was per- 

lacier 3 formed on the same data as in 

~ ] ~ ~  600-s00 s" Fig. 5 D. See legend of Fig. 5 
for the vertical scales. Notice 

5~176 that differences between peak 
400- values obtained with the two 

-400 
3o0- w i n d o w s  are small .  T h e  s h o r t e r  

-300 200. window reproduces more 
-2oo accurately the time course of EPSP 100._100 

frequency the response in EPSP rate, but 
0 

all estimates show wider fluc- 
angular I lOOos'' tuations with time. This is velocity 

lo a particularly evident in the mea- 
surements of h, where the dis- 
continuities due to giant events 
(already noticeable with the 5-s 
window for strong stimula- 
tions, as seen in Fig. 5, C and 
D) make the tracing markedly 
more noisy. 

The slopes yielded the following estimated gains, expressed as changes (normalized 
to the resting levels) per  e-fold increase in acceleration: 20.2-116.3% and 12.4-  
86.0% for  the first and mean peak rates, respectively; 14.8-76.2% and 13.6-56.3% 
for the number  of  EPSPs during the first cycle and over  the entire duration of  stim- 
ulation. Also in these nonlinear units adaptation was demonstrated by the lower 
slopes observed for the overall values than for the initial ones (2-48% adaptation). 

Measurements of EPSP Rate during Inhibitory Rotation 

When the parameters  used to quantify the excitatory response were used to describe 
the EPSP propert ies  during inhibition, linear and nonlinear behaviors were also dis- 
played by the different units. 
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In some units the decrease in EPSP rate with respect to the resting level was 
linearly related to the stimulus intensity. Regression lines of  negative peaks in EPSP 
rate vs. peak acceleration yielded gains (expressed as percentage of  the resting level 
per deg. s -z) of  0.3-0.76% and 0.3-0.75% for the initial and mean inhibitory peaks, 
respectively. In the same units the total numbers of  EPSPs during the inhibitory 
phase of  the first sinusoidal cycle and over the entire duration of  the stimulation 
period were also linearly related to acceleration, with gains of  0.22-0.45% and 
0.20-0.41%, respectively. 

In the nonlinear units the first and the mean inhibitory peaks were proportional 
to the logarithm of  acceleration, with negative slopes of  11.7-26.3% and 9.7-37.0% 
of  resting value per e-fold increase in inhibitory acceleration. Similarly, when the 
numbers of  EPSPs were considered, negative slopes of  10.7-13.3% and 14.3-19.1% 
were obtained for the first inhibitory cycle and for the whole inhibitory response, 
respectively. No consistent adaptation of  the response was observed during inhibi- 
tion. 

The Input-Output Intensity Function 

In terms of  the overall input-output intensity function, in one unit all the parame- 
ters examined were linearly related to acceleration; in another  unit all the response 
parameters were related to the logarithm of  acceleration; three fibers displayed 
linear behavior during excitation and nonlinear response during inhibition, and the 
situation was reversed in the remaining three units. Fig. 7 illustrates the response of  
the linear unit (A) and of  the nonlinear one (B). The upper  part of  the figure illus- 
trates the relation o f  excitatory and inhibitory peaks in EPSP rate to peak accelera- 
tions, whereas the number  o f  EPSPs gained or  lost during stimulations, with respect 
to the resting activity, are considered in the lower part of  the figure. Two more 
examples of  transduction characteristics, relating the first peak rates to the peak 
accelerations, are shown in Fig. 8. One of  these units is linear during excitation and 
nonlinear during inhibition (circles); the opposite is true for the other  unit (trian- 
gles). 

In all units shown, however, the asymmetry between excitation and inhibition is 
evident, the excitatory response being systematically larger than its inhibitory coun- 
terpart  when the canal is subjected to equivalent stimuli with opposite polarity. 
Thus, nonlinear characteristics are obtained for all fibers when both excitation and 
inhibition are considered. 

Phase Behavior and Distortions in EPSP Response 

The excitatory and inhibitory responses were generally in phase with angular veloc- 
ity, although the EPSP peak response appeared to lead peak velocity by some 10-27 
degrees. Thus at 0.1 Hz the synaptic output  from the semicircular canal relays to 
the central vestibular neurons information more closely in phase with head velocity 
than head acceleration. 

No consistent difference was observed between the times taken by the EPSPs to 
reach their maximum rate starting from the resting level and to recover the resting 
frequency from the peak, during rotation at 87 deg. s -2, at difference with the skew- 
ness described in the generator  potential (Taglietti et al., 1977). 
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Responses of  EPSP rate to sinusoidal rotation at O. 1 Hz in two different units (A 
and B), related to the peak values of  acceleration. (Top) Excitatory ( �9 and A) and inhibitory (o 
and r peaks in EPSP rate normalized to the resting levels. (Bottom) Total numbers of  EPSPs 
occurring during the excitatory and inhibitory phases, normalized to the number of  EPSPs 
during equal periods of  spontaneous activity. Asymmetry of  the responses is evident. In all 
panels, �9 and �9 refer to responses during the first cycle of  stimulation, whereas �9 and �9 refer 
to average responses over several cycles. Differences between the two groups of  observations 
reflect adaptation, which is more evident for excitatory responses. Notice that the unit illus- 
trated in A responds linearly with acceleration, whereas that in B responds linearly with the 
logarithm of  acceleration. Continuous lines are least-squares fits. 
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FIGURE 8. Two-sided input- 
output intensity functions for 
two different units. The peaks 
in EPSP rate during the first 
excitatory and inhibitory half- 
cycles, normalized to resting 
activity, are related to peak 
acceleration. One unit displays 
excitatory responses linear 
with acceleration and inhibi- 
tory responses linear with the 
logarithm of  acceleration (0); 
the converse is true for the 
other  unit (&). Considered as a 
whole, the input-output inten- 
sity function is nonlinear for 
both units (fit drawn by eye). 
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Correlation of EPSP Rate with Spike Rate 

The results repor ted  above indicate that asymmetry and nonlinearity in the 
response, adaptation, and possibly the phase lead are intrinsic features of  presynap- 
tic mechanisms. However,  the rectification described for  the spike discharge was not 
observed at the level o f  EPSP response. To confirm these findings, it seemed appro- 
priate to at tempt a simultaneous, though limited, study of  EPSP and spike activities 
in the same fiber. To this purpose recordings were obtained f rom fibers not 
exposed to TTX, at rest and during stimulation by rotation at 0.1 Hz with 40 
deg. s -2 peak acceleration. 40-s recordings were acquired by the computer  at a sam- 
pling rate of  1.6 kHz, and computat ions were per formed offiine on the digitized 
records. Spikes were recognized, counted and cancelled f rom the digital records; 
EPSP rate was then computed  using the procedure  described above, with a 2.5-s 
averaging window. 
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FIGURE 9. S i m u l t a n e o u s  m e a -  

s u r e m e n t  of EPSP and spike 
rates from a single unit at rest 
and during stimulation by sin- 
usoidal rotation at 0.1 Hz with 
40 deg.s -2 peak acceleration. 
(Top) EPSP rate (the noisier 
trace) and spike rate (the trace 
closer to zero). The lower 
panel shows the number of 
spikes per 100 EPSPs together 
with the angular velocity of the 
turntable that marks the time 
scale and the period of stimu- 
lation. Notice that, as EPSP 
rate increases, spike rate as 
well as the number of spikes 
per 100 EPSPs rise. Notice 
also that spike firing begins to 
decline prematurely with re- 
spect to EPSP rate. 

Five units were studied, and the results f rom one of  them are shown as an exam- 
ple in Fig. 9. The main features of  EPSP and spike responses illustrated in the figure 
were observed consistently in all five units, although the absolute values of  EPSP 
and spike rates varied f rom one unit to the other. They may be summarized as fol- 
lows: (a) resting spike rates were generally very low, only one fiber displaying a rest- 
ing spike rate >3 s-I; (b) during the excitatory phase of  the stimulation, while EPSP 
rate was rising, spike rate increased even faster (i.e., the number  of  spikes per  100 
EPSPs also increased); (c) the decline in spike rate generally anticipated that of  EPSP 
rate, after the excitatory peak, so that the peak spike rate often preceded the peak 
EPSP rate by some 0.5-1 s. This apparent  phase lead of  spike firing was more  con- 
sistently observed during the first cycle of  stimulation; (d) fibers with low resting 
spike rates showed marked rectification of  the response, spikes being abolished dur- 
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ing the whole inhibitory cycle, and a nonrectified response (though markedly asym- 
metrical) was exhibited by only one unit, which had a resting spike frequency of  
~ 4 s  -1. 

DISCUSSION 

To our  knowledge, this study is the first at tempt to describe the static and dynamic 
properties of  transmitter secretion at the afferent synapse in the semicircular canals. 
The resulting information helps to dissect the characteristics of  the afferent spike 
discharge due to presynaptic processes at the cyto-neural junction from those aris- 
ing at the encoder. Both structures contribute to the afferent spike pattern, whose 
parameters have been exclusively employed up to now to define the canal transfer 
function. 

Although direct generalizations to the whole population of  afferent fibers may 
not be granted by the size of  the sample analyzed here, convincing evidence has 
been provided that the afferent synapse does not merely reproduce the torsion pen- 
dulum model, which predicts a mere low-pass filter behavior. 

Statistical Analysis of EPSP Noise 

The procedure  of  fluctuation analysis used in this study was tailored to continuously 
monitor  the rapidly changing parameters o f  EPSP activity. The good agreement of  
estimates of  EPSP amplitude with the values obtained from amplitude histograms of  
single events, and the general consistency and smoothness of  continuous measure- 
ments of  the h parameter  within single units, indicate that the procedure is reliable 
and is not invalidated by relatively rapid changes in the parameters of  the process 
under  study. Direct counts of  EPSPs in the presence of  rates up to 100 s- ~ confirm 
the accuracy of  the procedure.  It appears therefore that the statistical approach can 
be employed even in the face of  biological processes that depart  under  many 
respects from the ideal, uniform, linear, and stationary shot noise for  which fluctua- 
tion analysis was devised in the beginning. The procedure so constitutes a valuable 
and versatile tool for the study of  synaptic and cellular physiology. 

The analysis of  the power spectra of  EPSP noise and the successful reconstitution 
of  the waveforrn of  the single event (shot) from the spectra, based on the minimum- 
phase assumption, indicate that the postsynaptic noise is constituted by the summa- 
tion of  randomly occurring shots with the same general waveform as the isolated 
EPSPs. Furthermore,  the shots can be considered as uncorrelated, homogeneous 
and occurring at a stationary rate, at least as far as it is needed for our  measure- 
ments. We refer to these shots as EPSPs. Indeed, the shots might as well be truly 
unitary synaptic events, i.e., miniature EPSPs related to the release of  single quanta 
of  neurotransmitter.  The unimodal distributions observed for EPSP amplitudes sug- 
gest that this is the case. On the contrary, the relevant mean value, broadness, and 
skewness of  the amplitude distribution of  the shots tend to suggest that they are 
multiquantal events, i.e., EPSPs strictly speaking. In both cases, unimodal, broad, 
and smooth amplitude distributions might arise from the fact that the EPSPs gener- 
ated at multiple synapses on the nerve terminals of  a single axon may undergo vari- 
able amounts of  electrotonic decrement as well as different degrees of  temporal 
summation, before reaching the recording site, located - 5 0 0  #m away from the 
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junction, in a position where, most likely, the peripheral axon twigs have already 
converged into the fiber main stem. 

The marked differences in EPSP rates among different units may be related to 
the possible convergence of  a variable number  of  hair cells on a single afferent 
axon, as it was suggested for the spike discharge frequency (Taglietti et al., 1973; 
Har tmann  and Klinke, 1980; Rossi and Martini, 1986a). The high frequency of  the 
subthreshold events may also be sustained by multiple release sites f rom a single hair 
cell, as it was suggested in the goldfish sacculus (Furukawa and Matsuura, 1978). 

The Asymmetry of EPSP Response 

Our  central finding is that, although the resting EPSP rate is sufficiently high to 
provide a convenient level o f  bidirectional modulation by the mechanical stimulus, 
asymmetry between excitation and inhibition is invariably observed for accelerations 
larger than 40 deg. s -~. The excitatory response is more conspicuous than its inhib- 
itory counterpart ,  not only when peak values are considered but also when the total 
increase in the number  of  EPSPs during the excitatory phase of  stimulation is com- 
pared with the decrease during the corresponding inhibitory phase. The hair cell 
response is roughly linear for displacements of  the hair bundle tip up to 400 nm 
(Hudspeth and Corey, 1977). The hydrodynamic properties,  calculated according to 
Bernard (1982) for our  system (Rossi and Martini, 1986b), indicate that the stimuli 
applied in this study produced hair-tip deflections <52 nm. Therefore,  even allow- 
ing for a wide margin of  e r ror  in the latter estimate, the asymmetry observed here 
(up to fivefold ratio between excitatory and inhibitory responses) is most probably 
related to further  steps in the modulation of  synaptic activity. 

At difference with the described spike behavior, the most sensitive units during 
excitation showed larger inhibitory responses as well, independently of  the resting 
EPSP rates. Rectification in EPSP response was never observed, in accord with the 
finding that no rectification occurs in the generator  potential measured at the frog 
posterior canal, during rotation at 0.1 Hz with peak accelerations as high as 119 
deg. s -~ (Taglietti et al., 1977). This indicates that rectification is a proper ty  of  the 
spike generation mechanism. 

The Input-Output Intensity Function 

Because of  asymmetry in the response, intensity functions over both excitation and 
inhibition were nonlinear for all fibers. For some of  the fibers studied, the input- 
output  intensity function was not linear even considering either excitation or inhibi- 
tion a lone)  In these cases the parameters  of  the response appeared to be linearly 
related to the logarithm of  peak acceleration. This may determine the linear and 
logarithmic spike responses previously described for different fibers (Fernandez and 
Goldberg, 1971; Precht e t al., 1971; Blanks and Precht, 1976; O 'Leary  and H onru- 
bia, 1976; Correia et al., 1977; Segal and Outerbridge,  1982 a and b; Rossi and 

s It may be appropriate to observe here that the classification in linear and nonlinear fibers held 
before as well as after correcting estimated EPSP rates for nonlinear summation of the events, i.e., 
the latter phenomenon did not interfere with the definition of the input-output function. This 
makes us more confident on the validity of the fluctuation analysis procedure and the reliability of 
the intensity functions obtained. 
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Martini, 1986a). As stated above, by assuming that, under  the conditions of  weak 
stimulation here examined, the receptor potential behaves as an essentially linear 
element in the afferent response cascade system, at least part of  the nonlinearity 
must arise at some subsequent presynaptic step. This possibility has never been con- 
sidered explicitly in previous studies on peripheral vestibular physiology: mecha- 
noelectrical transduction and the encoder are the possible sources for the nonlinear 
intensity function considered so far with most attention (see Segal and Outerbridge, 
1982). 

Adaptation in EPSP Response 

Spike-discharge adaptation is commonly described in a consistent fraction of  the 
afferent fiber population (Fernandez and Goldberg, 1971; Precht et al., 1971; 
Blanks and Precht, 1976; O'Leary and Honrubia, 1976; Correia et al., 1977; Segal 
and Outerbridge, 1982 a, b; Kuno, 1983; Rossi and Martini, 1986a). Although 
adaptation of the receptor response has been reported (Eatock et al., 1987), it is 
rapid (with a time constant in the order of  tens of  milliseconds) with respect to our 
time scale. Long-term adaptation of  receptor response, though never described, 
may also be present. Further possible sources of  adaptation include intervening 
changes in basolateral conductances and fatigue of  synaptic transmission, as was 
suggested for EPSPs in the goldfish sacculus (Furukawa and Matsuura, 1978; Furu- 
kawa et al., 1978). 

In this study, we observed adaptation in the EPSP rate, which became evident 
during prolonged rotation and increased with increasing accelerations. In the 
absence of  adaptation of  the inhibitory response, this resulted in a decrease in over- 
all synaptic activity with time, which paralleled the intensity of  stimulation. This is 
consistent with the idea that EPSP response adaptation reflects fatigue of  the affer- 
ent synapse, possibly due to depletion of  quanta from the immediately available 
transmitter store. Reduced transmitter output can account for the observed decline 
in spike rate. Further contribution may arise from electrogenic sodium pumping, 
which is activated after intense stimulation of  the semicircular canal (Taglietti et al., 
1977). 

The Relation of EPSP Rate to Spike Firing 

The resting EPSP frequency is considerably higher than the spontaneous spike rates 
(maximal rates 30 s -t with 90% of the units firing between 0 and 7 spikes.s-t; Rossi 
and Martini, 1986a). Because spike rate is presumably related to the probability that 
the fluctuating signal generated by the summation of  EPSPs reaches the threshold 
for firing, the relation between spike and EPSP rates is expected not to be linear, 
and rectification (silencing of  spike firing) to occur for low EPSP rates. In the few 
units where we studied EPSP and spike rates concomitantly, we confirmed the non- 
linearity of  the relation, leading to amplification of  the asymmetry in the response, 
and the rectification by the encoder. However, the relation of  spike rate to EPSP 
frequency is not static. In particular, the premature fall in spike rate indicates that 
the postsynaptic mechanisms implied in spike generation have complex dynamic 
properties. Excitatory and inhibitory peaks in EPSP rate show a variable phase lead 
with respect to the peak turntable angular velocity (10-27 degrees), which is in 
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agreement with the observed phase lead of  spike rate (Blanks and Precht, 1976). 
The premature fall o f  spike rate during excitation may introduce an apparent fur- 
ther phase lead. Possible causes of  this phenomenon include anticipated repolariza- 
tion during excitation due to the activation of  the sodium pump (Taglietti et al., 
1977), and partial inactivation of  sodium channels. 

A much deeper  study of  the relation between spike and EPSP rates, under  dif- 
ferent  conditions of  stimulation, will be necessary to describe in detail the mecha- 
nism and the dynamic behavior of  the encoder. This, however, would go beyond the 
purposes of  the present work. 

A P P E N D I X  

Analysis of Simulated Recordings 

The analytical function describing EPSP waveform, w(t), was computed at 60-#s 
intervals using values for r and 3' chosen within the range of  experimentally 
observed values. A deterministic function was then defined (a constant plus either a 
sinusoidal wave or an asymmetrical sinusoid) to describe the time course of  the 
expected rate of  occurrence of  the events, r(t). The asymmetrical sinusoid was 
obtained by adding a sinusoid to a fraction of  its own absolute value, thus obtaining 
larger peaks in the positive than in the negative direction. In the various runs of  
simulation, r(t) ranged from 60 to 1,250 s -l. From the instantaneous value of r(t), a 
Poisson number  generator program determined the number  of  events occurring in 
each elementary interval (0.3 ms), and a digital record was created by summating the 
waveforms of  all occurring events. The amplitude parameter (h) was chosen arbi- 
trarily in each run with the aim of  exploiting the full range of  the digital to analog 
converter (4,096 bins) without overflowing. The digital record thus obtained was 
output  in real time by the computer  as an analog signal, and was recorded on tape 
and further  analyzed like the experimental recordings. 

The estimated values of  h fell between 0.8 and 1.3 times the input value, spending 
at least 80% of  the time between 0.9 and 1.1. In general, the values did not fluctuate 
much within a single recording, indicating that the averaging period (5s) was suffi- 
ciently long to keep random errors within reasonably narrow limits. The estimated 
values of  EPSP rates, expressed as fractions of  the corresponding input values _+ 
SD, were: 0.98 +_ 0.08 for maxima in EPSP rate, 1.13 ___ 0.18 for minima, and 
0.94 + 0.09 for the peak to peak difference within each cycle. The times of  the 
positive and negative peaks of  EPSP rate, as measured on chart records of  the out- 
put were in er ror  by <0.2 s (+0.4 s, SD). 

The measured time courses of  EPSP rates indicate that a cycle constituted by a 5-s 
strong excitatory response plus a 5-s weak inhibitory response becomes smoothed by 
a 5-s window to a more or less symmetrical sinusoid, with an apparent shift toward a 
higher resting level. This is due to removal of  even harmonics by a window with 
duration equal to half the fundamental period. Although valid estimates are 
obtained for maximum, minimum, and peak-to-peak rates, and for the areas under  
the positive and negative half-periods, the system appears to paradoxically spend 
more than half of  the cycle in the excitatory state, i.e., at rates higher than the rest- 
ing value, as observed in the chart recordings obtained from experimental data (Fig. 
5). 
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W h e n  the  s imula t ions  o f  asymmetr ica l  t ime courses  o f  EPSP ra te  were  reana lyzed  
us ing  an averag ing  window d u r a t i o n  o f  2.5 s (one- four th  o f  a cycle), a m o r e  noisy 
r e c o r d  was o b t a i n e d  fo r  EPSP rate ,  bu t  its t rue  t ime cour se  was r e p r o d u c e d  m o r e  
accurate ly .  The  d u r a t i o n  o f  exc i ta t ion  and  inh ib i t ion  (i.e., the  t ime spen t  by EPSP 
ra te  over  and  be low its s imula ted  res t ing  value) became  roughly  equal  a n d  the  sinu- 
soidal  changes  in e s t ima ted  EPSP ra te  b e c a m e  clearly asymmetr ica l ,  with the  posi t ive 
lobe  not iceably  h i g h e r  than  its negat ive  c o u n t e r p a r t .  

We dedicate this paper to Prof. Cesare Casella, Head of the Institute of General Physiology of the 
University of Pavia, on the occasion of his 70th birthday. 
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